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Abstract
This paper addresses the classical problem of determining the set of possible states of a linear discrete-
time system subject to bounded disturbances from measurements corrupted by bounded noise. These so-called
uncertainty sets evolve with time as new measurements become available. We present two theorems which
describe completely how they evolve with time, and this yields an efficient algorithm for recursively updating
uncertainty sets. Numerical simulations demonstrate performance improvements over existing exact methods.
1 INTRODUCTION
Consider a linear, time-invariant dynamic system driven by set-bounded process noise, and with measurements cor-
rupted by set-bounded observation noise. The set of possible states of the system consistent with the measurements
up to the current time is termed the state uncertainty set (or simply uncertainty set). In many applications having
a representation of the uncertainty set is useful. This so-called set membership estimation problem is fundamental
and has many applications, for example in fault detection [2,8,33,38,41], control under constraints in the presence
of noise [5, 13], and model (in)validation [30, 32]. A closely related topic is identification of bounded-parameter
models [4, 9, 28].
The first results on recursive determination of the uncertainty set are in [34] and [42]. Since the appearance
of these papers there has appeared an extensive literature on the topic. See [11] and [27] for background on the
set-bounded approach to uncertainty, the survey paper [26] and the book [6]. Some of the many other papers which
consider this problem are [7, 37,39].
In the first part of the seminal paper [42] an exact in principle solution to the problem of recursively determining
polytopic uncertainty sets is given. It uses the H-representation for the uncertainty sets, that is they are defined
using inequality constraints. But the solution requires (Minkowski) addition, and intersections, of polytopes, both
of which can be time-consuming. Exact, recursive H-representation methods often use Fourier-Motzkin elimination
or parametric linear programming, see [20,31,36] for the former, and [18] for the latter. In these implementations it
is the identification and removal of redundant inequality constraints that is most demanding computationally. The
redundant constraints can be removed by solving linear programs but this is not a trivial task, for which only weak
polynomiality is known if only the H-representation of the polytope is available. For hardness results on polytopic
computations, see [40].
Another interesting recent approach using exact methods, based on geometric ideas, is in [15]. Here also an
inequality description is used, and projection followed by redundant inequality constraint elimination is necessary.
In our algorithm we are in the fortunate position of having both vertex and inequality representations. This means
we can efficiently intersect hyperplanes and polytopes, as well as pairs of facets, the only computationally intensive
tasks our algorithm requires.
In Section V of [42] a dual to the H-representation is presented. Using the theory of conjugate functions an
equation describing dynamic evolution of the support function of the uncertainty set is derived, see Section VII,
page 558, for the special case of independently constrained noise signals, the case considered in this paper. While
of very significant theoretical value, the results in [42] were not developed to the point of yielding an algorithm for
uncertainty set propagation.
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In this paper we build on the ideas in [42], particularly that of support function evolution. We use linear
programming rather than conjugate functions as our basic tool, and employ the familiar complementary slackness
conditions relating primal and dual variables to prove our main results.
In real-time applications, for example fault detection and isolation [33], existing exact algorithms run up against
the problem of their computational complexity. For this reason there has been a lot of research recently on the use of
zonotopes and constrained zonotopes to approximate the exact polytopic uncertainty set, see for example [3,10,35].
The results in this paper provide tools for investigating how the complexity of the polytopic uncertainty set
varies as more measurements become available. For example, the complexity of the polytopic representation of the
uncertainty sets for a fifth order plant is very variable, but does not appear to have long term growth when the
measurements are randomly selected. For higher order plants the growth in complexity is faster and it is not yet
clear if there is ever any levelling off in complexity.
If approximation is necessary, our exact results could also be useful. Having an exact representation enables
intelligent approximation. For example it has been noticed in our simulations that vertices often accumulate close
to each other, on facets having almost identical directions. Identifying such behaviour allows for greater complexity
reduction with smaller error. There is perhaps scope for combining exact and zonotope approximations in the trade
off between complexity and efficiency.
2 Basic Setup
The plant P , a linear, time-invariant, causal discrete-time, mth order scalar system, is assumed known. There are
two sources of uncertainty, an input noise disturbance (uk)
∞
k=1 = u, and output measurement noise (wk)
∞
k=1 = w.
The plant output is (yk)
∞
k=1 = y, and the measurement at time k is zk = yk +wk. The initial state, at time k = 0,
is assumed to be known exactly, but nothing is known about the uncertainties except that they satisfy |uk| ≤ 1
and |wk| ≤ 1. We will refer to this as the primal system.
Given an initial state x0, the measurement history z1, . . . , zk−1, and the plant dynamics, we seek the uncertainty
set at time k, denoted Sk; it is the set of possible states at time k consistent with the measurements up to and
including zk−1, and is easily seen to be a closed, convex polytope.
2.1 Notation
Given a vector y = (y1, y2, . . .) and any s ∈ N+, t ∈ N+ satisfying s < t, we denote (ys, ys+1, . . . , yt) by ys:t. The
λ-transform (generating function) of an arbitrary sequence y = (yk)
∞
k=1 is defined to be yˆ(λ) :=
∑∞
k=1 ykλ
k−1. Real
Euclidean space of dimension m is denoted Rm, where m is the order (McMillan degree) of the plant P . States
of the plant P are represented by vectors, or points, in Rm. Let d = d1:m+1 = (d1, . . . , dm+1) and n = n1:m+1 =
(n1, . . . , nm+1), be real vectors, where nˆ(λ) and dˆ(λ) are the numerator and denominator of the transfer function
representation of the plant P . Denote by D∞ and N∞ the infinite, banded, lower-triangular Toeplitz matrices
whose first columns are d and n, respectively. Define the following lower and upper triangular submatrices of D∞.
DL :=

d1 0 . . . 0
d2 d1
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
dm . . . d2 d1

DU :=

dm+1 dm . . . d2
0 dm+1
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . dm
0 . . . 0 dm+1
 .
The matrices NL and NU are defined similarly.
For any k > 0, the k × k upper left hand corner submatrix of D∞ is denoted Dk×k. We will often write simply
D instead of Dk×k when k is clear from context. The symbols Nk×k and N are defined similarly. Note that
Dm×m = DL and Nm×m = NL.
The Toeplitz Bezoutian matrix of n and d is defined as BT := DLNU −NLDU.
One form of the Gohberg-Semencul formulas [12,14] states
2
BT = NUDL −DUNL, (1)
and this will be needed in the proof of Theorem 7, which underpins all of our results. The first row of BT plays an
important role and will be denoted by C, so C := d1 [nm+1, . . . , n2]− n1 [dm+1, . . . , d2].
The inverse of BT exists if the polynomials nˆ(λ) and dˆ(λ) are coprime, and B
−1
T denotes the inverse of BT.
See [16] for properties of Bezoutians.
2.2 Transfer function description and state-space representations
The plant for the primal system has the transfer function representation P (λ) = nˆ(λ)/dˆ(λ) where
nˆ(λ) = n1 + n2λ+ n3λ
2 + . . .+ nm+1λ
m
dˆ(λ) = d1 + d2λ+ d3λ
2 + . . .+ dm+1λ
m,
m ≥ 1 is an integer, nˆ(λ) and dˆ(λ) are assumed to be coprime polynomials with real coefficients, and it is assumed
that both the plant P (λ) and the plant P ∗(λ) for the dual system, defined below, are causal, implying d1 6= 0 and
dm+1 6= 0, in which case the system matrix A is non-singular. Without loss of generality we take d1 = 1. Assuming
zero initial conditions, y and u are related by dˆ(λ)yˆ(λ) = nˆ(λ)uˆ(λ).
A state-space description of the primal system is
xk+1 = Axk + Buk (2)
yk = Cxk +Duk (3)
zk = yk + wk
where
A =
[
0 Im−1
−dm+1 . . . −d2
]
, B =
[
0
1
]
, (4)
C = d1 [nm+1, . . . , n2]− n1 [dm+1, . . . , d2] , D = n1,
and the state at time k ≥ 0 for the sequence pair (y,u) = ((yj)∞j=1, (uj)∞j=1) is given by
xk :=
{
B−1T [DLyk+1:k+m −NLuk+1:k+m] for k ≥ 0
B−1T [−DUyk−m+1:k + NUuk−m+1:k] for k ≥ m.
(5)
There is a system closely related to the estimation system that we refer to as the dual system. The dual system
input and output sequences are (y∗j )
∞
j=1 and (u
∗
j )
∞
j=1, and the dual plant, denoted P
∗, has the transfer function
representation
P ∗(λ) = −nˆdual(λ)/dˆdual(λ) (6)
where ndual = (nm+1, . . . , n1) and ddual = (dm+1, . . . , d2, 1). A minimal state-space realization of the dual system
is
x∗k+1 = A
∗x∗k + B
∗y∗k (7)
u∗k = C
∗x∗k +D
∗y∗k (8)
A∗ =
 −dm/dm+1 Im−1...
−1/dm+1 0
 , (9)
B∗ =
 nm...
n1
−
 dm...
1
 nm+1
dm+1
, (10)
C∗ =
[ −1/dm+1 0 . . . 0 ] , D∗ = −nm+1
dm+1
; (11)
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Figure 1: Normal cones to the polytope S
and the dual state at time k ≥ 0 for the sequence pair (y∗,u∗) = ((y∗j )∞j=1, (u∗j )∞j=1) is given by
x∗k :=
{ −NTUy∗k+1:k+m −DTUu∗k+1:k+m for k ≥ 0
NTLy
∗
k−m+1:k + D
T
Lu
∗
k−m+1:k for k ≥ m
, (12)
The primal and dual state-space representations are in principle well known [19, 23, 29]. They are given explicitly
in [25].
2.3 Polytopes
The primal and dual states defined above will be interpreted in terms of the geometry of the polytopic uncertainty
sets, so in this section we introduce notation and briefly summarise the relevant theory of convex polytopes. For
more information and background, including the definition of a polytope, see for example [22], [1] or [43]. Let S
denote a closed, convex polytope.
The support function of S in Rm is
hS(f) = max
x∈S
〈f ,x〉 ,
where f ∈ Rm.
When f 6= 0 the set
HS(f) := {x ∈ Rm : 〈f ,x〉 = hS(f)}
is the supporting hyperplane of S with direction (outer normal vector) f . If f = 0 then HS(f) = Rm.
The intersection of S with a supporting hyperplane is called a face of S, and a face of dimension m − 1 is a
facet of S. A face of dimension m− 2 is called a ridge, and the faces of dimensions 0 and 1 are termed vertices and
edges, respectively.
The normal cone at a boundary point x is the set
{f ∈ Rm : 〈f ,x〉 = hS(f)}
and is denoted NS (x). It is generated by the outward normals to the facets that form the polytope at x, that is
NS (x) = {α1f1 + . . .+ αnfn : α1, . . . , αn ≥ 0},
where f1, . . . , fn are the directions of the facets containing x. Thus NS (x) contains the directions of all hyperplanes
which touch S at x. See Fig. 1. If x ∈ int (S), then NS (x) := {0}. By definition the directions of facets, and of
the hyperplanes that contain facets, point outwards from the polytope. A direction is a non-zero vector.
In Section 3 the dual state x∗k (y
∗,u∗) will be interpreted as a vector f in the normal cone of the primal state
xk (y,u) ∈ Sk. The symbol f will be used when the geometric viewpoint is being emphasised, while x∗k (y∗,u∗) will
be used to denote the same vector from the system theoretic, algebraic point of view. We shall sometimes drop the
subscript k, and indicate the next time instant with the superscript +. For example, f+ will denote x∗k+1 (y
∗,u∗).
The alternative notations are summarised below:
f ↔ x∗k (y∗,u∗)
f+ ↔ x∗k+1 (y∗,u∗)
x↔ xk (y,u)
x+ ↔ xk+1 (y,u) .
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Figure 2: The square Q.
2.4 State propagation
The primal system at time zero is in the state x0 so, by (5), DLy1:m −NLu1:m = BTx0. At any time k > m, y1:k
and u1:k are related by
Dy1:k −Nu1:k =
[
BTx0
0
]
. (13)
Equation (13) is a consequence of the plant input/output relationship in transfer function form:
dˆyˆ − nˆuˆ = bˆ, (14)
where we have used the abbreviation b = BTx0. Then (13) follows from equating like powers of λ on both sides of
(14).
By the state-space representation of the primal system, xk+1 = Axk + Buk and yk = Cxk +Duk. Recall that
Sk is the set of states at time k, given measurements up to time k− 1. Following Witsenhausen, [42], the set Sk+1
is given recursively in terms of Sk and the new observation zk by
Sk+1 =
xk+1 : xk ∈ Sk,xk+1 = Axk + Buk,yk = Cxk +Duk,|uk| ≤ 1, |yk − zk| ≤ 1.
 (15)
Special notation is now introduced to describe states xk+1 and xk related as in (15).
Definition 1. The state xk ∈ Sk is said to be a precursor of the state xk+1, xk is propagated to xk+1, and xk+1
is a successor to xk, if there exists a scalar uk satisfying |uk| ≤ 1 for which xk+1 = Axk + Buk, and |yk − zk| ≤ 1
where yk = Cxk +Duk.
So Sk+1 is the set of all successors to all states in Sk, and any precursor of any state xk+1 ∈ Sk+1 is in Sk.
Associated with any state x ∈ Sk define in the ykuk-plane the primal line L (x):
Definition 2. L (x) = {(yk, uk) : yk − n1uk = Cx}.
The input and output of the plant at time k are constrained to lie on the line L (x) by (3) and (4). Associated
with any measurement zk define a square Q in the ykuk-plane.
Definition 3. Q(zk) = {(yk, uk) : |uk| ≤ 1 and |yk − zk| ≤ 1}.
See Fig. 2. If the plant is in the state x at time k then Q(zk)∩L (x) contains the plant’s allowable outputs and
inputs at time k.
We will also find it useful to define dual lines. Associated with any f ∈ Rm define in the y∗ku∗k-plane the dual
line L∗ (f):
Definition 4. L∗ (f) = {(y∗k, u∗k) : nm+1y∗k + dm+1u∗k = − (f)1}.
Suppose the dual plant is in the state f at time k. Then the scalars y∗k and u
∗
k, the input and output of the
dual plant, are constrained to lie on the line L∗ (f) by (8) and (11).
3 The primal estimation program and its dual
In this section we set up primal and dual optimisation programs. Their decision variables are the input and output
signals of the primal and dual systems.
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3.1 Primal
At any time k > 2m, and for any f+ ∈ Rm, consider the program
max
x+∈Sk+1
〈
f+,x+
〉
. (16)
It has optimal value hSk+1(f
+), the support function of Sk+1 evaluated at f
+.
Writing out the constraints explicitly in terms of the output and input signals up to time k, namely (y,u) =
(y1:k, u1:k), by (13) the program (16) can be equivalently expressed as:
Pz1:k(f+) : maxy,u 〈f
+,xk+1 (y,u)〉
subject to
Dy1:k −Nu1:k =
[
BTx0
0
]
,
|uj | ≤ 1 and |yj − zj | ≤ 1 for j = 1, . . . , k.
From now on we will always assume that the constraints for the primal program are consistent, which is
equivalent to saying that all of the uncertainty sets up to time k are non-empty.
The following proposition is a consequence of the definitions and straightforward convexity arguments.
Proposition 5. For any x ∈ Sk there exists (y,u) feasible for Pz1:k−1(·) for which x = xk (y,u). For any such
(y,u), and any f ∈ Rm, there holds
(y,u) ∈ arg maxPz1:k−1(f)⇔ hSk(f) = 〈f ,x〉
⇔ f ∈ NSk (x) .
3.2 Dual
Let f+ ∈ Rm be given. It will be shown in the next section that the dual of Pz1:k(f+) is the program defined as
follows.
Dz1:k(f+) : miny∗,u∗ {‖y
∗‖1 + ‖u∗‖1 + 〈y∗, z〉+ 〈x∗0 (y∗,u∗) ,x0〉}
subject to
NTy∗1:k + D
Tu∗1:k =
[
0
f+
]
.
The decision variables, (y∗,u∗) := (y∗1:k, u
∗
1:k), are the inputs and outputs up to time k of the dual system. The
matrix DT (NT) denotes the transpose of D (N), so the bottom right hand corner m by m submatrix of DT (NT)
is the transpose of DL (NL) . Thus, by (12), the last m of the constraint equations state that the decision variables
are constrained by x∗k (y
∗,u∗) = f+.
3.3 Alignment
We define a relation between the inputs and outputs of the primal and dual systems. At optimality the primal and
dual signals will be related through, in linear programming terminology, complementary slackness. The particular
form this relationship takes in our setup is termed alignment, and is defined next.
Definition 6. The scalar pair (yk, uk) is said to be aligned with (y
∗
k, u
∗
k) if
u∗k > 0 =⇒ uk = 1
u∗k < 0 =⇒ uk = −1
|uk| < 1 =⇒ u∗k = 0
and
y∗k > 0 =⇒ yk = 1 + zk
y∗k < 0 =⇒ yk = −1 + zk
|yk − zk| < 1 =⇒ y∗k = 0.
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Qu∗k
y∗k
Figure 3: Alignment between the top (bottom) side of Q and the positive (negative) u∗k axis.
Q
y∗k
u∗k
y∗k
u∗k
u∗k
y∗k
v
u∗k
y∗k
Figure 4: Alignment between the corners of Q and the four quadrants in the y∗ku
∗
k-plane.
This definition can be extended in a natural way to alignment between pairs of sequences. Thus the vector pair
(y,u) is aligned with the pair (y∗,u∗) if, for all k, (yk, uk) is aligned with (y∗k, u
∗
k) . Alignment between points in
the ykuk and y
∗
ku
∗
k-planes can be readily visualised as follows.
By Definition (6) each point (yk, uk) belonging to the top (bottom) side of Q is aligned with every point on
the positive (negative) u∗k axis in the y
∗
ku
∗
k-plane. See Fig. 3. Similarly, each point (yk, uk) belonging to the
right (left) side of Q is aligned with every point on the positive (negative) y∗k axis in the y
∗
ku
∗
k-plane. The corner
QNE(QNW, QSW, QSE) of Q is aligned with all points in the first (respectively, second, third, fourth) quadrant of
the y∗ku
∗
k-plane. See Fig. 4.
Finally, all points in Q are aligned with the origin in the y∗ku
∗
k-plane.
3.4 Fundamental theorem
A formal statement of the duality relating Pz1:k(f+) to Dz1:k(f+) is now presented. It is the basis for the proofs of
our main theorems. Amongst other things, it justifies the interpretation of x∗k+1 (y
∗,u∗) as the direction vector f+,
the argument of the support function of Sk+1, see (16). It is worth pointing out that the structurally elegant form
manifest in this result is not apparent in a routine application of duality to Pz1:k(f+). Observe, for example, that
for the program Dz1:k(f+) the initial state is free, and the terminal state is fixed, at f+. For the program Pz1:k(f+)
the initial state is fixed, at x0, and the terminal state is free. Some finesse is required in the construction of the
dual variables and the dual cost function. Any dual of Pz1:k(f+) will be equivalent to Dz1:k(f+), but the fact that
duality can be used to prove Theorem 10 only becomes apparent when the dual is expressed in the form Dz1:k(f+).
Theorem 7. Suppose the set Sk+1 is non-empty. Then the optimal values of Pz1:k(f+) and Dz1:k(f+) are finite and
equal. Furthermore, if (y,u) and (y∗,u∗) are feasible for Pz1:k(f+) and Dz1:k(f+), respectively, then a necessary
and sufficient condition that they both be optimal is that they be aligned.
proof
The proof in outline follows standard linear programming arguments, although some non-routine manipulations
involving the Gohberg-Semencul formula (1) are also required. Details are in the Appendix.
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yk
uk
L(x)
zk
(1 + zk, 1)
(−1 + zk,−1) Q
L∗(f)
y∗k
u∗k
Figure 5: The circled points on the lines L(x) and L∗(f) are aligned, so M (x, f , zk) = {(1, 0)} because at the
aligned points uk = 1 and y
∗
k = 0.
Remark 8. It can be shown that, under the standing assumption that nˆ and dˆ are coprime, Dz1:k(f+) always has
a feasible solution, and has unbounded negative cost if Sk+1 is empty.
We now define a set M of pairs of scalars, the first element of a pair being a possible input to the primal plant
at time k, and the second a special input, related through alignment, to the dual plant.
Definition 9. Given x ∈ Sk, f ∈ NSk(x) and zk, the set M (x, f , zk) is the set of scalar pairs (uk, y∗k) which satisfy
1. there exists (yk, uk) ∈ L (x) ∩Q, and
2. (yk, uk) is aligned with (y
∗
k, u
∗
k), where (y
∗
k, u
∗
k) ∈ L∗ (f) .
Finding M is computationally very simple, requiring merely the intersection of lines in the plane, and checking
alignment. For example, in Fig. 5 alignment for points in L (x) ∩Q occurs solely between the two circled points,
so M contains the singleton pair (uk, y
∗
k) = (1, 0).
4 Main results
We now present Theorems 10 and 11. See Fig. 6 for a geometric depiction of the vectors in these theorems for the
special case where x and x+ are both boundary points. Proofs are in the Appendix.
Theorem 10. Suppose x ∈ Sk and f ∈ NSk(x). Then x+ = Ax+Buk ∈ Sk+1 and f+ = A∗f +B∗y∗k ∈ NSk+1(x+)
if and only if (uk, y
∗
k) ∈M (x, f , zk).
For given x ∈ Sk and f ∈ NSk(x) Theorem 10 furnishes at least one successor x+ to x, and one vector
f+ ∈ NSk+1 (x+), if M (x, f , zk) is non-empty. It is not yet clear, however, that every point of Sk+1 can be found
through the process of applying Theorem 10 to some x ∈ Sk and some f ∈ NSk(x).
The companion result Theorem 11, given below, shows that any boundary point x+ ∈ Sk+1, and any direction
in the normal cone of x+, are attainable from any precursor x of x+ and some direction in the normal cone of x.
Theorem 11. Select any x+ ∈ Sk+1, any f+ ∈ NSk+1 (x+) and any precursor x of x+. There exists f ∈ NSk (x)
and (uk, y
∗
k) ∈M (x, f , zk) for which x+ = Ax + Buk and f+ = A∗f + B∗y∗k.
The proof relies on a dynamic programming style argument and is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 10 shows how any point in the uncertainty set together with any direction in its normal cone can be
propagated efficiently and recursively. Theorem 11 shows that every point in Sk+1, and every direction in its normal
cone, is the result of applying Theorem 10 to some point in Sk, along with a direction in its normal cone. It follows
that the vertices and facet directions of Sk+1 can be determined by propagating the vertices and facet directions
of Sk. Implementation of this simple idea is somewhat involved and space limitations preclude giving more than a
sketch of the algorithm that achieves this. However, code implementing our algorithm for plants whose primal and
dual lines have positive slopes, called uncertaintyset.m, is available on the link below 1. Also available on this
link is the code tcomp.m. It generates plants and measurements randomly, and compares the performance of three
algorithms.
For the special case of plants with a lag, that is n1 = 0, the algorithmic details are considerably simplified.
Some simulations for this case are in [17].
1Go to https://mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange
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Sk
x+
f+
zk Sk+1
Figure 6: The vectors in Theorem 10. The state x ∈ ∂Sk and direction f ∈ NSk(x) are propagated to x+ ∈ ∂Sk+1
and f+ ∈ NSk+1(x+) by the measurement zk.
We sketch how the updating is done for general linear time-invariant plants. Suppose F is a facet of Sk, and the
vertices and direction of F are, respectively, vj and f . A simple case, which nonetheless illustrates how Theorem
10 is useful in the propagation of facets, occurs when all primal lines L (vj) pass through the interior of the same
side of Q, and the dual line L∗ (f) does not pass through the origin. Suppose, for example, that all L (vj) pass
through the interior of the top side of Q, and L∗ (f) intersects the positive u∗k axis in the y
∗
ku
∗
k-plane, see Fig. 3.
Then it follows from Theorem 10 that there is a facet of Sk+1 with vertices Avj + B, and direction A
∗f . Many
facets of Sk+1 can be identified very quickly in similar fashion.
There are two cases in which complications to the simple propagation described in the previous paragraph can
arise. The first is when primal lines of states in Sk intersect a corner point of Q, and the second is when dual lines
pass through the origin in the y∗ku
∗
k-plane. In the first case vertices of Sk+1 arise which are not affine images of
vertices of Sk; instead they are affine images of vertices formed from the intersection of hyperplanes with Sk. In the
second case new possibilities for facet propagation are opened up because all points in Q are aligned with the origin
in the y∗ku
∗
k-plane; in fact ridges in Sk can propagate to facets in Sk+1. There is insufficient space to give details
here, but we claim that our algorithm updates both vertices and facets. The only computationally intensive tasks
are intersecting at most four hyperplanes with Sk, and the intersecting all pairs of facets of Sk whose directions have
first components of opposite sign. It is a consequence of Theorems 10 and 11 that the only intersections needed are
those which are guaranteed to produce propagated vertices and/or facets. No time is wasted in calculating, and
then discarding, redundant inequality constraints, as occurs in current exact methods.
5 Numerical simulations
The accompanying code is written for the special case of plants whose primal and dual lines both have a positive
slope, that is n1 > 0 and nm+1dm+1 < 0. Other cases are not any more difficult; they just require modifications
to the coding. We present results obtained by running this code for randomly selected stable plants. We give
some comparisons of computation time for our algorithm, denoted FV (facets-vertices), Fourier-Motzkin and plp,
which is an acronym for parametric linear programming. These last two are commonly used in applications
requiring recursive determination of uncertainty sets. We make use of the multi-parametric toolbox [21] for their
implementation.
Fig. 7 shows results for a third order randomly selected plant and random measurements, with the initial
uncertainty set being a simplex with four vertices and four facets. Along the horizontal axis the number of facets
of the polytopic uncertainty set is displayed. Along the vertical axis is the computation time required for one and
the same update by the three algorithms. The FV algorithm is seen to be the fastest. A similar pattern is seen in
Fig. 8, which simulates uncertainty set propagation for a randomly selected fourth order plant, again with random
measurements. For this example the average ratio of update times for plp and FV was 80.5; for Fourier-Motzkin
and FV it was 123. These ratios increase with increasing complexity of the uncertainty set.
The update computation time for Fourier-Motzkin and plp becomes prohibitive when the number of facets
exceeds a couple of hundred. The computation time also increases when using the FV algorithm, but we can
continue updating for much longer. The growth in the number of vertices and facets for a randomly selected fifth
order plant and one hundred time instants using the FV algorithm is depicted in Fig. 9. The complexity of the
uncertainty set varies quite dramatically with time, but does not appear to be consistently increasing. For plants
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Figure 7: The time taken to update Sk versus the number of facets of Sk for a third order plant
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Figure 8: The time taken to update Sk versus the number of facets of Sk for a fourth order plant
of order higher than five there is typically a very rapid increase in the number of facets and vertices.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced two theorems which describe completely the evolution of state uncertainty sets. When imple-
mented in code there appears to be a significant performance improvement over existing exact methods.
More work is needed to extend the results to time-varying linear plants, and to multivariable systems. There
does not seem to be any reason to believe this will not be possible. For time-varying plants the primal lines will no
longer be parallel as time evolves, and the same statement holds true for dual lines, but checking alignment is not
any more difficult. For multivariable plants, alignment can be defined between vector inputs and outputs, although
the computations will be more involved. The use of state and associated normal cone propagation in multivariable
systems is a topic for future research.
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A Proof of Theorem 7
After expressing the program Dz1:k(f+) as an equivalent linear program, the standard duality result in asymmetric
form ( [24] p. 86, 96) is used:
Dual Primal
min cTx
s. t. Ax = b
x ≥ 0
maxθTb
s. t. ATθ ≤ c ,
(17)
where complementary slackness holds: Let x and θ be feasible solutions for the primal and dual problems, respec-
tively. A necessary and sufficient condition that they both be optimal solutions is that for all i
i) xi > 0 =⇒ aTi θ = ci (where aTi is the ith row of AT)
ii) xi = 0⇐ aTi θ < ci.
Note that we have swapped the labels for primal and dual from that given in [24], because it is the estimation
program that we regard as the primal problem, and the estimation program is naturally expressed in the form of
the maximization in (17). Also the use of the symbol x for the dual decision variable in (17) is different from the
use of the symbols x0, x
∗
0 and xk, which retain their meanings given in the body of the paper.
The program Dz1:k(f) has a convex piecewise linear cost function and linear constraints. There is a standard
procedure, which we now follow, for converting such a program to an equivalent linear programming problem.
Introduce new non-negative k-dimensional column vectors u∗+,u∗−,y∗+ and y∗−, and put u∗j = u
∗+
j − u∗−j and
y∗j = y
∗+
j − y∗−j . At optimality at least one of u∗+j , u∗−j , and at least one of y∗+j , y∗−j , will be zero, so
∣∣u∗j ∣∣ =
u∗+j + u
∗−
j and
∣∣y∗j ∣∣ = y∗+j + y∗−j . Since 〈x∗0,x0〉 = −xT0 [NTUy∗1:m + DTUu∗1:m], the cost function for Dz1:k(f+),
namely ‖y∗‖1 + ‖u∗‖1 + 〈y∗1:k, z1:k〉+ 〈x∗0,x0〉 =: Jdual, can be written as
Jdual = [14k + δ + γ]

y∗+
y∗−
u∗+
u∗−

where 14k denotes a 4k−dimensional row vector of ones, the row vector δ is defined to be[ −xT0 NTU 0k−m xT0 NTU 0k−m −xT0 DTU 0k−m xT0 DTU 0k−m ]
where 0k−m denotes a (k −m)-dimensional row vector of zeros, and
γ :=
[
zT1:k −zT1:k 02k
]
.
The constraints for the program Dz1:k(f+) in terms of the new variables are
[
NT −NT DT −DT ]

y∗+
y∗−
u∗+
u∗−
 =

0
...
0
f+

y∗+j , y
∗−
j , u
∗+
j , u
∗−
j ≥ 0.
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In (17) put
A =
[
NT −NT DT −DT ]
x =
[
y∗+T y∗−T u∗+T u∗−T
]T
, cT = 14k + δ + γ (18)
b =
[
0 . . . 0 fT
]T
,
so the program labelled Dual in the left column of (17) is equivalent to Dz1:k(f+).
Then by (17) the dual of Dz1:k(f+) is
P¯(f+) : max
θ∈Rk
〈θk−m+1:k, f+〉
subject to
N
−N
D
−D
θ ≤ [14 + δ + γ]T .
The task from now on is to show that P¯(f+) is equivalent to Pz1:k(f+). The proof of this is done in two parts. In
the first part we show that any θ feasible for P¯(f+) corresponds to a feasible solution to Pz1:k(f+) with the same
cost. In the second part we show that any feasible solution to Pz1:k(f+) corresponds to a feasible solution to P¯(f+)
with the same cost.
Before launching into details we mention that upper triangular Toeplitz matrices commute, so for example
NUDU = DUNU. We shall frequently make use of this, as well as the similar comment which can be made for
lower triangular Toeplitz matrices.
For the first part, take any θ feasible for P¯(f+), and put
u := Dθ +
[
DUx0
0
]
and y := Nθ +
[
NUx0
0
]
(19)
which is equivalent to putting 
y
−y
u
−u
 =

N
−N
D
−D
θ − δT. (20)
We claim that u and y satisfy
−Nu + Dy =
[
BTx0
0
]
. (21)
Substituting (19) into (21) we have that the first two rows of the left hand side of (21) are
[−ND + DN](1:2m,1:k) θ1:k +
[ −NLDU + DLNU
−NUDU + DUNU
]
x0. (22)
Note that the first 2m rows of ND are[
NLDL 0 0 · · ·
NUDL + NLDU NLDL 0 · · ·
]
,
with a similar expression for the first 2m rows of DN. By the Gohberg-Semencul formula (1), DLNU −NLDU =
NUDL −DUNL, the matrix multiplying θ1:k in (22) is identically zero. If there are more than 2m rows in (21)
then a similar argument to that used for the second block of m rows can be used to show that for any such rows
k > 2m the left hand side of (21) is zero. Substituting BT = DLNU−NLDU, and using NUDU = DUNU, we find
that the second term in (22) is equal to the second term in (21). We have shown that u and y do indeed satisfy
(21).
We next show that y satisfies the inequality constraints for Pz1:k(f+), the reasoning for validity of the inequality
constraints on u being similar. By (19), and the first 2k rows of the constraints for P¯(f+), we have
y −
[
NUx0
0
]
≤ [14k + δ + γ]T1:k
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and
−y +
[
NUx0
0
]
≤ [14k + δ + γ]Tk+1:2k ,
and combining these two inequalities gives |yj − zj | ≤ 1 for j = 1, . . . , k, as required. It has been shown that (y,u)
is feasible for Pz1:k(f+).
We next show that 〈xk+1 (y,u) , f+〉 = 〈θk−m+1:k, f+〉 . This is true because
xk+1 (y,u) = (BT)
−1
[NUuk−m+1:k −DUyk−m+1:k]
= (BT)
−1
[NUDLθk−m+1:k −DUNLθk−m+1:k] by (19)
= θk−m+1:k by (1).
For the second part of the proof we must show that any feasible solution (y,u) to Pz1:k(f+) corresponds to a
feasible solution θ to P¯(f+), again with the same cost. Suppose (y,u) is feasible for Pz1:k(f+), implying
y = D−1
[
Nu +
[
BTx0
0
]]
, (23)
|yj − zj | ≤ 1 and |uj | ≤ 1 for j = 1, . . . , k.
Put
θ = D−1
[
u−
[
DUx0
0
]]
. (24)
We now show that θ so defined satisfies the first k inequalities of the constraints to P¯(f+), namely
Nθ ≤ 1k −
[
NUx0
0
]
+ z. (25)
Satisfaction of the other 3k inequalities can be shown using very similar arguments. Now y − z ≤ 1k implies
z ≥ D−1
[
Nu +
[
BTx0
0
]]
− 1k,
so to demonstrate (25) it suffices to show that
ND−1
[
u−
[
DUx0
0
]]
≤
[ −NUx0
0
]
+ D−1
[
Nu +
[
BTx0
0
]]
,
and in fact this is satisfied as an equality. This follows from the two identities ND−1 ≡ D−1N and D
[
NU
0
]
−
N
[
DU
0
]
≡
[
BT
0
]
. The first of these identities holds because N and D−1 are lower triangular and toeplitz,
and the first m rows of the second is just a restatement of the definition of BT. Hence θ is feasible for P¯(f+).
The final step is to show equality of the cost functions, that is 〈θk−m+1:k, f+〉 = 〈xk+1 (y,u) , f+〉 . We show
this by demonstrating that θk−m+1:k = xk+1 (y,u), that is[
D−1u
]
k−m+1:k −
[
D−1
[
DU
0
]
x0
]
k−m+1:k
= (BT)
−1
[NUuk−m+1:k −DUyk−m+1:k] , (26)
where y is given by (23).
In order to demonstrate validity of (26) we need to show two things:
BT
[
D−1u
]
k−m+1:k
= NUuk−m+1:k −DU
[
D−1Nu
]
k−m+1:k (27)
and
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BT
[
D−1
[
DU
0
]
x0
]
k−m+1:k
= DU
[
D−1
[
BTx0
0
]]
k−m+1:k
. (28)
Now (27) can be rewritten as
BT
[
D−1u
]
k−m+1:k + DU
[
ND−1u
]
k−m+1:k = NUuk−m+1:k (29)
which is true because the left hand side is[
[NUDL −DUNL] D−1L + DUNLD−1L
]
uk−m+1:k, and this collapses to the right hand side.
It is straightforward to show that (28) holds for any x0 if and only if BTD
−1
L DU = DUD
−1
L BT, and this is an
identity by virtue of (1).
This completes the proof of the equivalence of P¯(f+) and Pz1:k(f+), and it follows that P(f+) and Dz1:k(f+)
are a dual pairing in the sense of (17). The final step is to show that the complementary slackness conditions, (i)
and (ii), imply the alignment conditions of the theorem statement. This can be done using (1), (18), (23) and (24).
The aglebraic manipulations involved are similar to those already used above, and are omitted.
B Proof of Theorem 10
We are given x ∈ Sk and f ∈ NSk(x). Since Sk is non-empty, there exists
(
y1:k−1, u1:k−1
) ∈ arg maxPz1:k−1(f) and(
y∗1:k−1, u
∗
1:k−1
) ∈ arg minDz1:k−1(f), and these sequence pairs are aligned by Theorem 7.
We first prove the if part of the theorem statement. Given (uk, y
∗
k) ∈ M (x, f , zk) we put yk = Cx + Duk and
u∗k = C
∗f + D∗y∗k. By Definition 9, (yk, uk) is aligned with (y
∗
k, u
∗
k). Put f
+ = A∗f + B∗y∗k. Then
(
y1:k, u1:k
)
and
(
y∗1:k, u
∗
1:k
)
are feasible, respectively, for Pz1:k(f+) and Dz1:k(f+), and are aligned. A further application of
Theorem 7 gives
(
y1:k, u1:k
) ∈ arg maxPz1:k(f+) and (y∗1:k, u∗1:k) ∈ arg minDz1:k(f+). Then, by Proposition 5 (with
k replaced by k + 1), f+ ∈ NSk+1 (x+), where x+ = Ax + Buk.
For the only if part, x+ = Ax+Buk ∈ Sk+1 and f+ = A∗f +B∗y∗k ∈ NSk+1(x+) are given. Put yk = Cx+Duk
and u∗k = C
∗f + D∗y∗k. There exist sequences
(
y1:k, u1:k
) ∈ arg maxPz1:k(f+) and (y∗1:k, u∗1:k) ∈ arg minDz1:k(f+)
and by Theorem 7 they are aligned. Hence (yk, uk) is aligned with (y
∗
k, u
∗
k). The inequalities |uk| ≤ 1 and
|yk − zk| ≤ 1, as well as the condition (yk, uk) ∈ L (x), hold because the constraints to Pz1:k(f+) are satisfied
by
(
y1:k, u1:k
)
. Also (y∗k, u
∗
k) ∈ L∗ (f) because the constraints to Dz1:k(f+) are satisfied by (y∗1:k, u∗1:k). All of the
conditions of Definition 9 are satisfied, so (uk, y
∗
k) ∈M (x, f , zk), as required.
C Proof of Theorem 11
By the definition of precursor, x = xk (y1:k−1, u1:k−1) for some (y1:k, u1:k) feasible for Pz1:k(·). From the state
space description of the primal system x+ = Ax + Buk and, by Proposition 5, (y1:k, u1:k) ∈ arg maxPz1:k (f+)
for all f+ ∈ NSk+1(x+). Note that NSk+1(x+) is never empty because NSk+1(x+) must contain the zero vector.
Now for all f+ ∈ NSk+1(x+) there exists (y∗1:k, u∗1:k) ∈ arg minDz1:k (f+) and, by the state space description of
the dual system, f+ = A∗f + B∗y∗k, where f = x
∗
k
(
y∗1:k−1, u
∗
1:k−1
)
. By Theorem 7, (y1:k, u1:k) and (y
∗
1:k, u
∗
1:k) are
aligned. We have shown that (y1:k−1, u1:k−1) is feasible for Pz1:k−1(f), and is aligned with
(
y∗1:k−1, u
∗
1:k−1
)
, which
is feasible for Dz1:k−1(f). By Theorem 7, (y1:k−1, u1:k−1) ∈ arg maxPz1:k−1(f) and, from Proposition 5, we have
f ∈ NSk
(
xk (y1:k−1, u1:k−1)
)
= NSk
(
x
)
.
Finally we show that (uk, y
∗
k) ∈M (x, f , zk) for any (uk, y∗k) as given in the previous paragraph. From the state
space descriptions of the primal and dual systems, respectively, we have (yk, uk) ∈ L (x) and (y∗k, u∗k) ∈ L∗ (f).
Furthermore (yk, uk) and (y
∗
k, u
∗
k) are aligned, because by Theorem 7, (y1:k, u1:k) and (y
∗
1:k, u
∗
1:k) are aligned. All
the conditions of Definition 9 are satisfied, so (uk, y
∗
k) ∈M (x, f , zk).
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